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Slim-Tones
==========

Slim Tones is a series of simple poetry generators 
exploring poetic sound through randomness with 
computation. Short words, called slim tones, are 
created with a mixture of regularity and randomness. 
Emphasis is placed on how the slim tones sound 
when they are spoken out loud. These “made up” 
words are then combined with proper English words 
to produce incantatory poems. 

The series devolves in the creation of the slim tones, 
and in their inclusion within the main poetic text, as 
one sequentially progresses through it. 

The first episode, Slim Tones: Anyone Can Stam, 
incorporates a small selection of English words with 
a variegated array of English-sounding words. 
Regularity is enforced in the structure of the poem 
using proper English words with very little variation. 
This can be seen with the repetition of the word 
“any.” Slim Tones are randomly generated from a 
distribution of several consonants, bigrams made of 
consonants, and all the five vowels. These slim tones 
then add randomness to the poetry generator. 

The second episode, Slim Tones: Come Entwined 
uses source text from Silvia Plath’s “Aftermath” to 
create a backdrop to regular proclamations infused 
with randomly generated English-sounding nouns 
and verbs. 

And the third episode, Slim Tones: Ssatu Warriors, 



imposes regularity to the creation of mostly non-
English sounding words. It also uses source text 
from an English poem by the same author to provide 
context, and perhaps meaning, to the slim tones.

Run the java files, and enjoy!

-- Alvin T. Mwijuka.

How To Read This Document

This document provides the source 
code and sample output for three 
poetry generators. The Java source 
code is printed first, followed by a QR 
code that contains the source code. 
The QR code acts as machine-readable 
storage for the source code. Sample 
output from the respective generator is 
printed next.



Emphasis should be placed on reading 
the sample output of the poetry 
generators out loud in order to 
experience the sound of the poems. 
The QR code can also be scanned to 
retrieve and run the Java source code, 
and read more of the poetry generated. 
The reader can also scrutinize the 
source code so as to understand how 
the poems are being generated, should 
he or she wish to do so.



/*
* Slim Tones: Anyone Can Stam
* 
* Created by Alvin T. Mwijuka
* Copyright (c) 2012 Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
* All rights reserved.
* 
*/
import java.util.Random;
public class Slim_Tones_Anyone_Can_Stam {
static Random generator = new Random();
static String[] consonant = 
{"b","c","d","f","g","h","k","l","m","n","p","r","s","t","ch","ph","st","sh"};
static String[] vowel = {"a","e","i","o", "u", "ae"};
static String[] article = {" a"};
static String[] pronoun = {"Anyone","Anybody","Anything","Any","Any 
one","Any body","Any thing"};
static String[] number = {" many"," most"," few"," some"," several"};
static String[] election = {" choose to"," see fit to"," wish to"," prefer to"};
public static void main(String[] args) {

while (true){
System.out.println(get(pronoun) + " can" + 

getVerb());
System.out.println(get(pronoun) + " can" + 

getVerb());
System.out.println(get(pronoun) + " can have" + 

get(article) + getNoun());
System.out.println("    But" + get(number) + 

get(election) + getVerb());
System.out.println();
try {

Thread.sleep(12000);
} catch (InterruptedException e) {

e.printStackTrace();
}

}
}
public static String get(String[] array) {
    int rnd = generator.nextInt(array.length);
    return array[rnd];
}
public static String getVerb(){



String[] bConsonant = 
{"ch","ph","cr","th","tr","st","sh","str","wr"}; // beginning

String[] eConsonant = 
{"b","mp","d","f","g","h","k","l","m","n","p","t","ch","ph","th","st","sh"}; 
// ending

return " " + get(bConsonant)+get(vowel)+get(eConsonant);
}
public static String getNoun(){

return " " + get(consonant) + get(vowel) + get(consonant);
}
}





Any one can phol
Any one can stuph
Anybody can have a chad
    But few wish to crep

Anything can croth
Any one can trar
Anything can have a nag
    But most wish to phol

Any can strer
Anybody can trud
Any can have a mic
    But some choose to strimp

Any can wraesh
Any one can stod
Any one can have a lush
    But most choose to wrom

Anyone can writ
Any body can phemp
Any one can have a lik
    But many prefer to shig

Any can crol
Any one can phin
Anybody can have a faer
     But few choose to stish

Any body can chaeph
Anybody can wraeth
Anything can have a gih
     But several see fit to strup

Any can trud
Any can wral
Any can have a haesh
    But few choose to straemp

Anyone can phad
Any thing can theh
Any body can have a ker
    But some wish to thef

Anyone can wreg
Any body can phat
Any can have a nus
    But many choose to struch



Anybody can treb
Any can chaest
Any can have a taek
    But some choose to chich

Any body can wrog
Any can chof
Anybody can have a sot
    But several choose to crol

Any one can thup
Any thing can trug
Anything can have a rob
    But many choose to staeph

Anyone can phael
Any one can trap
Any one can have a ban
    But most see fit to stich

Any thing can craem
Any body can stret
Any thing can have a stub
    But some prefer to thal

Any can trok
Any one can have a mob
    But most choose to phen

Any thing can staech
Any body can wrul
Any can have a saek
    But several prefer to shil

Any can shud
Any can cron
Anybody can have a kan
    But few choose to shaem

Anything can tref
Anything can wron
Anyone can have a pah
    But most prefer to choph

Anyone can chaed
Any thing can phah
Anything can have a maec
    But some wish to craeg



Any can treh
Any body can stip
Anyone can have a phuc
    But most prefer to chaep

Anybody can shag
Any one can phed
Any thing can have a gec
    But several see fit to chup

Any body can wrid
Any body can shak
Any thing can have a pap
    But few choose to steph
...



/*
* Slim Tones: Come Entwined
* 
* With source text from "Aftermath" by Sylvia Plath
* 
* Created by Alvin T. Mwijuka
* Copyright (c) 2012 Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
* All rights reserved.
* 
*/
import java.util.Random;
public class Slim_Tones_Come_Entwined {

static Random generator = new Random();
static String[] consonant = 

{"b","c","d","f","g","h","k","l","m","n","p","r","s","t","ch","ph","st","sh"};
static String[] vowel = {"a","e","i","o", "u", "y"};
static String[] article = {"A","The"};
static String[] source = {"Compelled by calamity's magnet",

"They loiter and stare as if the house", 
"Burnt-out were theirs, or as if they thought",
"Some scandal might any minute ooze",
"From a smoke-choked closet into light;",
"No deaths, no prodigious injuries",
"Glut these hunters after an old meat,",
"Blood-spoor of the austere tragedies.",
"Mother Medea in a green smock",
"Moves humbly as any housewife through",
"Her ruined apartments, taking stock",
"Of charred shoes, the sodden upholstery:",
"Cheated of the pyre and the rack,",
"The crowd sucks her last tear and turns away."};

public static void main(String[] args) {
while (true){

String noun = getNoun();
String verb = getVerb();
System.out.println(get(source));
System.out.println("The" + noun + " 

has come and has"+ verb+"d");
System.out.println(get(source));
System.out.println(get(source));
System.out.println("A" + noun + " 

will come and"+ verb);
System.out.println();
try {

Thread.sleep(18000);
} catch (InterruptedException e) {

e.printStackTrace();



}
}

}

public static String get (String[] array) {
int rnd = generator.nextInt(array.length);
return array[rnd];

}

public static String getVerb(){
String[] bConsonant = 

{"ch","ph","cr","tr","st","sh"}; // beginning
String[] eConsonant = 

{"b","c","d","f","g","k","l","m","n","p","r","t"}; // ending
return " " + 

get(bConsonant)+get(vowel)+get(eConsonant) + 'e';
}

public static String getNoun(){
return " " + get(consonant) + get(vowel) + 

get(consonant) + get(vowel);
}

}





The crowd sucks her last tear and turns 
away.
The stiho has come and has chuted
Moves humbly as any housewife through
Of charred shoes, the sodden upholstery:
A stiho will come and chute

Her ruined apartments, taking stock
The faca has come and has cryred
No deaths, no prodigious injuries
Glut these hunters after an old meat,
A faca will come and cryre

Compelled by calamity's magnet
The kedy has come and has tryfed
From a smoke-choked closet into light;
Compelled by calamity's magnet
A kedy will come and tryfe

No deaths, no prodigious injuries
The bagi has come and has pheted
Mother Medea in a green smock
Burnt-out were theirs, or as if they thought
A bagi will come and phete

The crowd sucks her last tear and turns 
away.
The fabu has come and has cryced
Burnt-out were theirs, or as if they thought
No deaths, no prodigious injuries
A fabu will come and cryce

From a smoke-choked closet into light;
The decu has come and has criged
Compelled by calamity's magnet
Some scandal might any minute ooze
A decu will come and crige

Compelled by calamity's magnet
The michy has come and has shated
Some scandal might any minute ooze
Compelled by calamity's magnet
A michy will come and shate

Moves humbly as any housewife through
The bophi has come and has shyged
The crowd sucks her last tear and turns 
away.
Cheated of the pyre and the rack,



A bophi will come and shyge

No deaths, no prodigious injuries
The moge has come and has shefed
Of charred shoes, the sodden upholstery:
The crowd sucks her last tear and turns 
away.
A moge will come and shefe

Of charred shoes, the sodden upholstery:
The seta has come and has triped
Some scandal might any minute ooze
Cheated of the pyre and the rack,
A seta will come and tripe

Her ruined apartments, taking stock
The heta has come and has criced
Her ruined apartments, taking stock
Glut these hunters after an old meat,
A heta will come and crice

Moves humbly as any housewife through
The mike has come and has truged
Of charred shoes, the sodden upholstery:
They loiter and stare as if the house
A mike will come and truge

Mother Medea in a green smock
The sosta has come and has stined
From a smoke-choked closet into light;
They loiter and stare as if the house
A sosta will come and stine

Moves humbly as any housewife through
The chode has come and has chaned
Burnt-out were theirs, or as if they thought
Of charred shoes, the sodden upholstery:
A chode will come and chane

From a smoke-choked closet into light;
The staphu has come and has phyfed
Cheated of the pyre and the rack,
Cheated of the pyre and the rack,
A staphu will come and phyfe

Compelled by calamity's magnet
The michy has come and has shated
Some scandal might any minute ooze
Compelled by calamity's magnet
A michy will come and shate



Moves humbly as any housewife through
The bophi has come and has shyged
The crowd sucks her last tear and turns 
away.
Cheated of the pyre and the rack,
A bophi will come and shyge

No deaths, no prodigious injuries
The moge has come and has shefed
Of charred shoes, the sodden upholstery:
The crowd sucks her last tear and turns 
away.
A moge will come and shefe

From a smoke-choked closet into light;
The chara has come and has craded
Burnt-out were theirs, or as if they thought
Glut these hunters after an old meat,
A chara will come and crade

Glut these hunters after an old meat,
The chuchi has come and has crined
Compelled by calamity's magnet
Mother Medea in a green smock
A chuchi will come and crine
...



/*
* Slim Tones: Ssatu Warriors (Three Warriors)
* 
* With source text from "Soldier One Love" by Alvin T. Mwijuka
* 
* Inspired by the movie, The Day The Earth Stood Still (1955)
* 
* Created by Alvin T. Mwijuka
* Copyright (c) 2013 Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
* All rights reserved.
* 
*/
import java.util.Random;
public class Slim_Tones_Ssatu_Warriors {

static Random generator = new Random();
static String[] vowel = {"a","e"};
static String[] source = {"calm happens when they realize", 

"the anxieties are different",
"there is only one solo",
"the sharing of blood at Day's Paradise",
"creations and evasions of enlightenment",
"they flex their stretchy muscles",
"howling even at the next windings",
"those circles look sharp",
"they put things away",
"affect happens when they realize",
"the soldiers are different",
"warriors strike alone",
"with cohesion around them"};

public static void main(String[] args) {
while (true){

String tone = getTone();
System.out.println(get(source));
System.out.println("three stand" + 

tone + ", in kind");
System.out.println(get(source));
System.out.println(get(source));
System.out.println(getTone() + "\t" + 

tone + "\t" + getTone());
System.out.println("warriors in" + 

getTone() + " strike alone");
System.out.println();
try {

Thread.sleep(16000);
} catch (InterruptedException e) {

e.printStackTrace();
}



}
}

public static String get (String[] array) {
int rnd = generator.nextInt(array.length);
return array[rnd];

}

public static String getTone(){
String[] bConsonant = 

{"kl","pl","gl","vl","sl","bl"};
String[] eConsonant = 

{"b","d","f","g","k","l","m","n","p","r","t"};
return " " + 

get(bConsonant)+get(vowel)+get(eConsonant) + 'u';
}

}





the sharing of blood at Day's Paradise
three stand plaku, in kind
calm happens when they realize
with cohesion around them
 klagu  plaku  glegu
warriors in blalu strike alone

they flex their stretchy muscles
three stand slapu, in kind
there is only one solo
warriors strike alone
 klamu  slapu  slegu
warriors in vleku strike alone

the soldiers are different
three stand plagu, in kind
the soldiers are different
affect happens when they realize
 bladu  plagu  glanu
warriors in glelu strike alone

calm happens when they realize
three stand blepu, in kind
those circles look sharp
with cohesion around them
 blabu  blepu  glaru
warriors in plemu strike alone

creations and evasions of enlightenment
three stand blamu, in kind
affect happens when they realize
the soldiers are different
 glabu  blamu  plagu
warriors in vlegu strike alone

howling even at the next windings
three stand glaku, in kind
the soldiers are different
with cohesion around them
 slefu  glaku  glaru
warriors in glabu strike alone
creations and evasions of enlightenment
three stand vleru, in kind
there is only one solo
warriors strike alone
 kledu  vleru  slagu
warriors in blagu strike alone

the sharing of blood at Day's Paradise



three stand plafu, in kind
the soldiers are different
affect happens when they realize
 glalu  plafu  pladu
warriors in plapu strike alone

warriors strike alone
three stand bleru, in kind
with cohesion around them
there is only one solo
 klabu  bleru  gletu
warriors in glelu strike alone

the soldiers are different
three stand blaru, in kind
the sharing of blood at Day's Paradise
the anxieties are different
 blabu  blaru  vlepu
warriors in slenu strike alone

warriors strike alone
three stand plaru, in kind
the sharing of blood at Day's Paradise
with cohesion around them
 vlaru  plaru  slatu
warriors in glenu strike alone

the soldiers are different
three stand vlemu, in kind
with cohesion around them
affect happens when they realize
 vlatu  vlemu  klaru
warriors in slapu strike alone

they put things away
three stand klapu, in kind
warriors strike alone
they put things away
 slalu  klapu  blapu
warriors in glatu strike alone

warriors strike alone
three stand slamu, in kind
creations and evasions of enlightenment
the anxieties are different
 slemu  slamu  vlebu
warriors in blenu strike alone

the sharing of blood at Day's Paradise
three stand vlagu, in kind



they flex their stretchy muscles
creations and evasions of enlightenment
 blemu  vlagu  klaru
warriors in slegu strike alone

those circles look sharp
three stand klatu, in kind
they put things away
the soldiers are different
 plaku  klatu  klaku
warriors in blafu strike alone

with cohesion around them
three stand platu, in kind
affect happens when they realize
there is only one solo
 blabu  platu  glamu
warriors in vlemu strike alone
...
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Slim-Tones
==========

Slim Tones is a series of simple poetry generators 
exploring poetic sound through randomness with 
computation. Short words, called slim tones, are 
created with a mixture of regularity and randomness. 
Emphasis is placed on how the slim tones sound 
when they are spoken out loud. These “made up” 
words are then combined with proper English words 
to produce incantatory poems. 

The series devolves in the creation of the slim tones, 
and in their inclusion within the main poetic text, as 
one sequentially progresses through it. 

The first episode, Slim Tones: Anyone Can Stam, 
incorporates a small selection of English words with 
a variegated array of English-sounding words. 
Regularity is enforced in the structure of the poem 
using proper English words with very little variation. 
This can be seen with the repetition of the word 
“any.” Slim Tones are randomly generated from a 
distribution of several consonants, bigrams made of 
consonants, and all the five vowels. These slim tones 
then add randomness to the poetry generator. 

The second episode, Slim Tones: Come Entwined 
uses source text from Silvia Plath’s “Aftermath” to 
create a backdrop to regular proclamations infused 
with randomly generated English-sounding nouns 
and verbs. 

And the third episode, Slim Tones: Ssatu Warriors, 



imposes regularity to the creation of mostly non-
English sounding words. It also uses source text 
from an English poem by the same author to provide 
context, and perhaps meaning, to the slim tones.

Run the java files, and enjoy!

-- Alvin T. Mwijuka.

How To Read This Document

This document provides the source 
code and sample output for three 
poetry generators. The Java source 
code is printed first, followed by a QR 
code that contains the source code. 
The QR code acts as machine-readable 
storage for the source code. Sample 
output from the respective generator is 
printed next.



Emphasis should be placed on reading 
the sample output of the poetry 
generators out loud in order to 
experience the sound of the poems. 
The QR code can also be scanned to 
retrieve and run the Java source code, 
and read more of the poetry generated. 
The reader can also scrutinize the 
source code so as to understand how 
the poems are being generated, should 
he or she wish to do so.



/*
* Slim Tones: Anyone Can Stam
* 
* Created by Alvin T. Mwijuka
* Copyright (c) 2012 Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
* All rights reserved.
* 
*/
import java.util.Random;
public class Slim_Tones_Anyone_Can_Stam {
static Random generator = new Random();
static String[] consonant = 
{"b","c","d","f","g","h","k","l","m","n","p","r","s","t","ch","ph","st","sh"};
static String[] vowel = {"a","e","i","o", "u", "ae"};
static String[] article = {" a"};
static String[] pronoun = {"Anyone","Anybody","Anything","Any","Any 
one","Any body","Any thing"};
static String[] number = {" many"," most"," few"," some"," several"};
static String[] election = {" choose to"," see fit to"," wish to"," prefer to"};
public static void main(String[] args) {

while (true){
System.out.println(get(pronoun) + " can" + 

getVerb());
System.out.println(get(pronoun) + " can" + 

getVerb());
System.out.println(get(pronoun) + " can have" + 

get(article) + getNoun());
System.out.println("    But" + get(number) + 

get(election) + getVerb());
System.out.println();
try {

Thread.sleep(12000);
} catch (InterruptedException e) {

e.printStackTrace();
}

}
}
public static String get(String[] array) {
    int rnd = generator.nextInt(array.length);
    return array[rnd];
}
public static String getVerb(){



String[] bConsonant = 
{"ch","ph","cr","th","tr","st","sh","str","wr"}; // beginning

String[] eConsonant = 
{"b","mp","d","f","g","h","k","l","m","n","p","t","ch","ph","th","st","sh"}; 
// ending

return " " + get(bConsonant)+get(vowel)+get(eConsonant);
}
public static String getNoun(){

return " " + get(consonant) + get(vowel) + get(consonant);
}
}





Any one can phol
Any one can stuph
Anybody can have a chad
    But few wish to crep

Anything can croth
Any one can trar
Anything can have a nag
    But most wish to phol

Any can strer
Anybody can trud
Any can have a mic
    But some choose to strimp

Any can wraesh
Any one can stod
Any one can have a lush
    But most choose to wrom

Anyone can writ
Any body can phemp
Any one can have a lik
    But many prefer to shig

Any can crol
Any one can phin
Anybody can have a faer
     But few choose to stish

Any body can chaeph
Anybody can wraeth
Anything can have a gih
     But several see fit to strup

Any can trud
Any can wral
Any can have a haesh
    But few choose to straemp

Anyone can phad
Any thing can theh
Any body can have a ker
    But some wish to thef

Anyone can wreg
Any body can phat
Any can have a nus
    But many choose to struch



Anybody can treb
Any can chaest
Any can have a taek
    But some choose to chich

Any body can wrog
Any can chof
Anybody can have a sot
    But several choose to crol

Any one can thup
Any thing can trug
Anything can have a rob
    But many choose to staeph

Anyone can phael
Any one can trap
Any one can have a ban
    But most see fit to stich

Any thing can craem
Any body can stret
Any thing can have a stub
    But some prefer to thal

Any can trok
Any one can have a mob
    But most choose to phen

Any thing can staech
Any body can wrul
Any can have a saek
    But several prefer to shil

Any can shud
Any can cron
Anybody can have a kan
    But few choose to shaem

Anything can tref
Anything can wron
Anyone can have a pah
    But most prefer to choph

Anyone can chaed
Any thing can phah
Anything can have a maec
    But some wish to craeg



Any can treh
Any body can stip
Anyone can have a phuc
    But most prefer to chaep

Anybody can shag
Any one can phed
Any thing can have a gec
    But several see fit to chup

Any body can wrid
Any body can shak
Any thing can have a pap
    But few choose to steph
...



/*
* Slim Tones: Come Entwined
* 
* With source text from "Aftermath" by Sylvia Plath
* 
* Created by Alvin T. Mwijuka
* Copyright (c) 2012 Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
* All rights reserved.
* 
*/
import java.util.Random;
public class Slim_Tones_Come_Entwined {

static Random generator = new Random();
static String[] consonant = 

{"b","c","d","f","g","h","k","l","m","n","p","r","s","t","ch","ph","st","sh"};
static String[] vowel = {"a","e","i","o", "u", "y"};
static String[] article = {"A","The"};
static String[] source = {"Compelled by calamity's magnet",

"They loiter and stare as if the house", 
"Burnt-out were theirs, or as if they thought",
"Some scandal might any minute ooze",
"From a smoke-choked closet into light;",
"No deaths, no prodigious injuries",
"Glut these hunters after an old meat,",
"Blood-spoor of the austere tragedies.",
"Mother Medea in a green smock",
"Moves humbly as any housewife through",
"Her ruined apartments, taking stock",
"Of charred shoes, the sodden upholstery:",
"Cheated of the pyre and the rack,",
"The crowd sucks her last tear and turns away."};

public static void main(String[] args) {
while (true){

String noun = getNoun();
String verb = getVerb();
System.out.println(get(source));
System.out.println("The" + noun + " 

has come and has"+ verb+"d");
System.out.println(get(source));
System.out.println(get(source));
System.out.println("A" + noun + " 

will come and"+ verb);
System.out.println();
try {

Thread.sleep(18000);
} catch (InterruptedException e) {

e.printStackTrace();



}
}

}

public static String get (String[] array) {
int rnd = generator.nextInt(array.length);
return array[rnd];

}

public static String getVerb(){
String[] bConsonant = 

{"ch","ph","cr","tr","st","sh"}; // beginning
String[] eConsonant = 

{"b","c","d","f","g","k","l","m","n","p","r","t"}; // ending
return " " + 

get(bConsonant)+get(vowel)+get(eConsonant) + 'e';
}

public static String getNoun(){
return " " + get(consonant) + get(vowel) + 

get(consonant) + get(vowel);
}

}





The crowd sucks her last tear and turns 
away.
The stiho has come and has chuted
Moves humbly as any housewife through
Of charred shoes, the sodden upholstery:
A stiho will come and chute

Her ruined apartments, taking stock
The faca has come and has cryred
No deaths, no prodigious injuries
Glut these hunters after an old meat,
A faca will come and cryre

Compelled by calamity's magnet
The kedy has come and has tryfed
From a smoke-choked closet into light;
Compelled by calamity's magnet
A kedy will come and tryfe

No deaths, no prodigious injuries
The bagi has come and has pheted
Mother Medea in a green smock
Burnt-out were theirs, or as if they thought
A bagi will come and phete

The crowd sucks her last tear and turns 
away.
The fabu has come and has cryced
Burnt-out were theirs, or as if they thought
No deaths, no prodigious injuries
A fabu will come and cryce

From a smoke-choked closet into light;
The decu has come and has criged
Compelled by calamity's magnet
Some scandal might any minute ooze
A decu will come and crige

Compelled by calamity's magnet
The michy has come and has shated
Some scandal might any minute ooze
Compelled by calamity's magnet
A michy will come and shate

Moves humbly as any housewife through
The bophi has come and has shyged
The crowd sucks her last tear and turns 
away.
Cheated of the pyre and the rack,



A bophi will come and shyge

No deaths, no prodigious injuries
The moge has come and has shefed
Of charred shoes, the sodden upholstery:
The crowd sucks her last tear and turns 
away.
A moge will come and shefe

Of charred shoes, the sodden upholstery:
The seta has come and has triped
Some scandal might any minute ooze
Cheated of the pyre and the rack,
A seta will come and tripe

Her ruined apartments, taking stock
The heta has come and has criced
Her ruined apartments, taking stock
Glut these hunters after an old meat,
A heta will come and crice

Moves humbly as any housewife through
The mike has come and has truged
Of charred shoes, the sodden upholstery:
They loiter and stare as if the house
A mike will come and truge

Mother Medea in a green smock
The sosta has come and has stined
From a smoke-choked closet into light;
They loiter and stare as if the house
A sosta will come and stine

Moves humbly as any housewife through
The chode has come and has chaned
Burnt-out were theirs, or as if they thought
Of charred shoes, the sodden upholstery:
A chode will come and chane

From a smoke-choked closet into light;
The staphu has come and has phyfed
Cheated of the pyre and the rack,
Cheated of the pyre and the rack,
A staphu will come and phyfe

Compelled by calamity's magnet
The michy has come and has shated
Some scandal might any minute ooze
Compelled by calamity's magnet
A michy will come and shate



Moves humbly as any housewife through
The bophi has come and has shyged
The crowd sucks her last tear and turns 
away.
Cheated of the pyre and the rack,
A bophi will come and shyge

No deaths, no prodigious injuries
The moge has come and has shefed
Of charred shoes, the sodden upholstery:
The crowd sucks her last tear and turns 
away.
A moge will come and shefe

From a smoke-choked closet into light;
The chara has come and has craded
Burnt-out were theirs, or as if they thought
Glut these hunters after an old meat,
A chara will come and crade

Glut these hunters after an old meat,
The chuchi has come and has crined
Compelled by calamity's magnet
Mother Medea in a green smock
A chuchi will come and crine
...



/*
* Slim Tones: Ssatu Warriors (Three Warriors)
* 
* With source text from "Soldier One Love" by Alvin T. Mwijuka
* 
* Inspired by the movie, The Day The Earth Stood Still (1955)
* 
* Created by Alvin T. Mwijuka
* Copyright (c) 2013 Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
* All rights reserved.
* 
*/
import java.util.Random;
public class Slim_Tones_Ssatu_Warriors {

static Random generator = new Random();
static String[] vowel = {"a","e"};
static String[] source = {"calm happens when they realize", 

"the anxieties are different",
"there is only one solo",
"the sharing of blood at Day's Paradise",
"creations and evasions of enlightenment",
"they flex their stretchy muscles",
"howling even at the next windings",
"those circles look sharp",
"they put things away",
"affect happens when they realize",
"the soldiers are different",
"warriors strike alone",
"with cohesion around them"};

public static void main(String[] args) {
while (true){

String tone = getTone();
System.out.println(get(source));
System.out.println("three stand" + 

tone + ", in kind");
System.out.println(get(source));
System.out.println(get(source));
System.out.println(getTone() + "\t" + 

tone + "\t" + getTone());
System.out.println("warriors in" + 

getTone() + " strike alone");
System.out.println();
try {

Thread.sleep(16000);
} catch (InterruptedException e) {

e.printStackTrace();
}



}
}

public static String get (String[] array) {
int rnd = generator.nextInt(array.length);
return array[rnd];

}

public static String getTone(){
String[] bConsonant = 

{"kl","pl","gl","vl","sl","bl"};
String[] eConsonant = 

{"b","d","f","g","k","l","m","n","p","r","t"};
return " " + 

get(bConsonant)+get(vowel)+get(eConsonant) + 'u';
}

}





the sharing of blood at Day's Paradise
three stand plaku, in kind
calm happens when they realize
with cohesion around them
 klagu  plaku  glegu
warriors in blalu strike alone

they flex their stretchy muscles
three stand slapu, in kind
there is only one solo
warriors strike alone
 klamu  slapu  slegu
warriors in vleku strike alone

the soldiers are different
three stand plagu, in kind
the soldiers are different
affect happens when they realize
 bladu  plagu  glanu
warriors in glelu strike alone

calm happens when they realize
three stand blepu, in kind
those circles look sharp
with cohesion around them
 blabu  blepu  glaru
warriors in plemu strike alone

creations and evasions of enlightenment
three stand blamu, in kind
affect happens when they realize
the soldiers are different
 glabu  blamu  plagu
warriors in vlegu strike alone

howling even at the next windings
three stand glaku, in kind
the soldiers are different
with cohesion around them
 slefu  glaku  glaru
warriors in glabu strike alone
creations and evasions of enlightenment
three stand vleru, in kind
there is only one solo
warriors strike alone
 kledu  vleru  slagu
warriors in blagu strike alone

the sharing of blood at Day's Paradise



three stand plafu, in kind
the soldiers are different
affect happens when they realize
 glalu  plafu  pladu
warriors in plapu strike alone

warriors strike alone
three stand bleru, in kind
with cohesion around them
there is only one solo
 klabu  bleru  gletu
warriors in glelu strike alone

the soldiers are different
three stand blaru, in kind
the sharing of blood at Day's Paradise
the anxieties are different
 blabu  blaru  vlepu
warriors in slenu strike alone

warriors strike alone
three stand plaru, in kind
the sharing of blood at Day's Paradise
with cohesion around them
 vlaru  plaru  slatu
warriors in glenu strike alone

the soldiers are different
three stand vlemu, in kind
with cohesion around them
affect happens when they realize
 vlatu  vlemu  klaru
warriors in slapu strike alone

they put things away
three stand klapu, in kind
warriors strike alone
they put things away
 slalu  klapu  blapu
warriors in glatu strike alone

warriors strike alone
three stand slamu, in kind
creations and evasions of enlightenment
the anxieties are different
 slemu  slamu  vlebu
warriors in blenu strike alone

the sharing of blood at Day's Paradise
three stand vlagu, in kind



they flex their stretchy muscles
creations and evasions of enlightenment
 blemu  vlagu  klaru
warriors in slegu strike alone

those circles look sharp
three stand klatu, in kind
they put things away
the soldiers are different
 plaku  klatu  klaku
warriors in blafu strike alone

with cohesion around them
three stand platu, in kind
affect happens when they realize
there is only one solo
 blabu  platu  glamu
warriors in vlemu strike alone
...






